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Using Scaffold to support 
additional search engines in 

Mascot Integra



Mascot Integra

• Fully functional ‘out-the-box’ solution for 
proteomics workflow and data 
management

• Support for all the major mass-
spectrometry data systems

• Powered by the Sapphire™ LIMS package 
from LabVantage Solutions Inc

• Oracle database
• Scaleable to the largest projects.
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Mascot Integra is our solution for managing and tracking proteomics workflows and results.  
As with Mascot and Mascot distiller it supports products from all the major mass-
spectrometry vendors.  Rather than re-invent the wheel, we have partnered with LabVantage
Solutions Inc, (www.lims.com).  Their Sapphire LIMS package provides the sample 
tracking and workflow modelling functionality for Mascot Integra.  Using the Oracle 
database management system enables the database to scale efficiently as your data 
management requirements grow
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Supporting multiple search engines

• Many labs use more than one search 
engine

• Would like organise and track results from 
one location

• Mascot Integra only supports Mascot
• Supporting multiple search engines 

increases workflow options
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Many labs have more than one search engine (e.g. both Mascot & Sequest) and would like 
to be able to use a package like Mascot Integra to be able to store, organise and 
compare/mine data from all of their search results.  The current release of Mascot Integra 
only supports import of Mascot search result files (.dat files), but we would like to increase 
support for multiple search engines as this would allow us to increase the range of 
workflows we can support and types of analyses that can be done.
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Scaffold (Proteome Software inc)

• Scaffold allows search results from 
multiple search engines to be imported 
and condensed into a single result file

• Supports all the major search engines
• Produces a protXML export file
• ScaffoldBatch allows Scaffold to be driven 

from Mascot Integra
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I’m sure most of you are familiar with Scaffold from Proteome Software inc, but I’ll just run 
through some of the key aspects of the package.

Scaffold allows results from many different search engines (including Mascot, SEQUEST, 
X!Tandem etc) to be imported, compared and condensed into a single result file. In addition 
to its own result file, it can generate a protXML export of the results.  Importantly from our 
point of view, you can license an additional component of Scaffold – ScaffoldBatch – which 
allows you to drive batch analysis of results files.  This allows us to automatically run 
Scaffold analysis from Integra, pickup the protXML export file and then import the results 
in an action we can incorporate into our main experimental workflows.
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Approach in Mascot Integra

Either:
1. Import an existing protXML result file (can 

be from any source), including TPP files 
or files manually exported from Scaffold

2. Use a special experiment task to pick up 
selected search engine result files and 
drive ScaffoldBatch
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If you want to import protXML result files into Mascot Integra, you will have two options.  
You can either pickup and import an existing protXML file, generated from any source 
(including the TPP if you’re running that, or manually exported from Scaffold).  Note that
Mascot Integra does not directly support the Trans proteomic pipeline and does not support 
import of pepXML results.

Or you can use a new experimental task from within an Integra experiment to pick up the 
search result files from whatever search engine you want to use, and then have Integra drive 
ScaffoldBatch to automatically generate the protXML result file and import it.  For most of 
the rest of this talk we’ll be concentrating on approach 2 – using Mascot Integra to drive 
ScaffoldBatch to automatically run Scaffold, generate the protXML results and then parse 
and import those results into the Mascot Integra database.
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Example: Comparison between search 
databases
• Human ovarian epithelium
• 17,216 MS/MS spectra 
• Searched with SEQUEST/BioWorks and 

Mascot
•Search against two databases (May 2009 releases) 
concatenated with random decoy sequences:

Human SwissProt sequences
IPI Human database

• Pickup .srf & .dat result files
• Generate ScaffoldBatch job

•2 separate jobs – one for each database searched
Using Scaffold to support additional search engines in Mascot Integra 
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I’ll be using an example dataset derived from human ovarian epithelium.  This is a large 
dataset but we’re only going to look at a subset it; a single fraction which has 17,216 
MS/MS spectra.

The dataset was searched using SEQUEST from the BioWorks package and with Mascot 
2.2 against two different search databases 1: The human sequences from SwissProt and 2: 
the IPI Human database  

Both databases were concatenated with random sequences to give an estimate of the False 
Positive Rates.

We’re going to do a comparison of searching between the two databases.  The IPI Human 
database now contains just over 80,000 protein sequences compared with  just over 20,000 
human protein sequences in SwissProt – does the increased coverage in IPI Human result in 
increased coverage in our search results?

Unlike for Mascot Daemon searches, Integra doesn’t try and run the BioWorks SEQUEST 
job – the end user needs to run the searches themselves and have Mascot Integra pick up the 
results files.

Once the searches have been completed, Integra can be pointed towards the result files (in 
this case BioWorks srf file (and also the Mascot .dat results)) and it will then generate the 
ScaffoldBatch job.  Again, here we’re going to process each search set differently, so we’ll 
get 2 different Scaffold search results.
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Workflow
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A: Upstream workflow – this tracks the main experimental steps involved in generating the 
MS/MS samples, so we can track our protein extraction, reduction & alkylation steps, 
digestion and purification conditions and chromatography steps.

B: Unlike with Mascot searches, Mascot Integra does not try and run the additional search 
engines – you run the searches as you would normally (e.g. through BioWorks), then point 
Mascot Integra towards the generated result files.
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Here we are in BioWorks with some of the raw data loaded and ready for searching.  You 
just have to submit the search to SEQUEST in the normal way – note that here we are going 
to produce .SRF unified search result files.  Scaffold can handle other SEQUEST result files 
such as .out files etc, but if you’re using BioWorks then the .SRF unified files are much 
easier to handle.
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Once the search is completed, you’ll have a set of .SRF files – the next step is to point 
Mascot Integra towards these and get it to setup and run ScaffoldBatch.
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Running the ScaffoldBatch Experiment 
task

• Should be familiar to anyone who has 
manually set up a Scaffold analysis
•Define biosample and associate result files
•Choose analysis thresholds
•Specify X!Tandem analysis options (if you wish).
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Now we’ll run through how you set up and run ScaffoldBatch from within a Mascot Integra 
experiment.  The steps involved should look very familiar to anyone who has run an 
analysis through the main Scaffold interface.

The three main steps are:

1. Pick your sample (biological sample) and associated the search result files with it

2. Choose the analysis thresholds

3. Specify any integrated X!Tandem analysis options if you want Scaffold to run an 
X!Tandem search for you
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Running the ScaffoldBatch task will produce both a standard Scaffold .sfd result file and a 
protXML export file.  The protXML file will be automatically parsed and imported into the 
database, and the .sfd file will be attached to the parsed results in the database.  The .sfd file 
will then be available from the database for any user who has access to the parsed results to 
download and open.  Proteome Software provide the free Scaffold viewer for use on client 
PCs which do not have a Scaffold license allowing users to look at, but not to modify or 
analyse, the .sfd file.  So these are are combined results from SEQUEST and Mascot shown 
in the Scaffold viewer.
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First, you select the system your copy of Scaffold and ScaffoldBatch is installed and 
licensed on.
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Next you define the Scaffold ‘Biosample’ – including the FASTA database the search was 
carried out against, the instrument the MS/MS run was done on and also point the system 
towards the location the result files are in and specify a filter to pick out the files.  You can 
easily specify multiple scan locations and filters for a single biosample.  In this instance, 
this allows us to pick up both the SEQUEST .SRF and the Mascot .dat result files.
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The system then scans the specified location and picks out matching files, which you can 
then check and exclude and result files you’re not interested in submitting to Scaffold.
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You can then go back and setup another Biosample if you wish.
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The next step is to specify the export thresholds.  The thresholds you specify here will 
determine which protein and peptide hits are going to be exported into the protXML result 
file by ScaffoldBatch.  Since we can do additional filtering and comparisons once the data is 
in the Mascot Integra database, in this instance we want to import more than just the high 
confidence hits, so we’re going to change the thresholds.  

Now we’re going to include all protein hits including one hit wonders, with a peptide 
probability threshold of 50% and the protein probability threshold of 20 percent.  Just like 
when you’re running Scaffold interactively, you can alternatively specify search engine 
specific thresholds instead.  One thing to note if you’re running Scaffold on Mascot search 
results - I’ve tended to find that Scaffold is quite conservative with Mascot hits.  Scaffold is 
taking its thresholds for Mascot from the identity threshold which we tend to find is quite 
conservative (if you’ve attended many of our past user group meetings you’ll have seen 
many talks where we’ve advocated using the less conservative homology threshold) – for 
example, for this dataset I’d be quite happy to drop the peptide probability threshold from 
Scaffold for Mascot matches to 0.8 as this actually gives similar results to using the 
homology threshold in Mascot and with a low FDR.
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The next step is to define any search conditions for use with X!Tandem.  Scaffold comes 
with X!Tandem incorporated into it and you can (optionally) carry out an X!Tandem search 
for incorporation into the Scaffold results; either against the whole database or just against 
those protein hits identified in the source results files.  You can also specify any additional 
variable modifications, or define a custom variable modification ‘on the fly’.
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Now, just as with carrying out Mascot searches from Mascot Integra, you can sit back and 
leave the system to run everything in the background – you don’t need to stay logged into 
the system.  It’ll run ScaffoldBatch automatically, pick up the resulting files, parse and 
import the protXML results and attach the Scaffold .sfd result file to the dataset in the 
database (so any user with access to the results in Integra can easily also access the original 
Scaffold results).
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Result Import

• Additional values not present in protXML
are calculated during result parsing/import 
including:
•Protein mass
•Protein pI
•Peptide start/end positions and flanking residues
•Missed enzyme cleavage points

• Results then appear in lists alongside 
Mascot results
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During the parsing phase, Mascot Integra calculates and stores some additional information 
about the protein hits not included in the protXML file, including the protein mass and pI, 
peptide start/end & flanking residues, missed enzyme cleavage points in the peptide.  Once 
the results have been imported, then they are accessed in Mascot Integra in the same way as 
imported Mascot search results.
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Results overview

• SwissProt human sequences
•1074 protein hits (990 target, 84 decoy)
•1018 protein hit ranks (84 decoy)

• IPI Human
•2266 protein hits (2166 target, 100 decoy)
•981 protein hit ranks (100 decoy)

• 20 of the 53 protein hit ranks ‘missing’
from IPI Human are ‘1 hit wonders’.
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After processing the results with Scaffold we can see that we have many more protein hits 
from IPI Human with only a slight increase in the number of decoy hits.  However, the 
number of individual groups of proteins has actually slightly decreased (there are 53 fewer 
target protein hit ranks).  This suggests that many of the additional protein hits from IPI 
Human could be as a result of increased redundancy in IPI Human compared with SwissProt
human.
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Viewing results 1: HTML reports

• Similar to the standard protXML XSLT 
result view

• Shows additional information and formats 
the results in the Mascot style
•Results can be filtered using user defined SQL 
filters

• Lacks some of the additional information 
from Scaffold (e.g. more like looking at a 
result from the TPP)
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This means that once the protXML results are imported into Mascot Integra, you can use 
them in much the same way you would any Mascot results imported into the system, 
including being able to manually validate and approve protein and peptide matches.   There 
are four main ways to view results from within Mascot Integra.  Option 1 is to view 
relatively static HTML based reports.  For those of you familiar with the Trans Proteomic 
Pipeline, these reports show a similar level of information to the standard XSLT reports 
generated from that.  It does include some additional information so that the view is also a 
bit like looking at a standard Mascot HTML report (master_results report).  However, 
Integra adds some additional functionality such as being able to filter the reports with user 
definable filters, approve protein hits and view different chunks of the report rather than the 
whole report in one go.
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Here we have an example of an HTML report generated from within Integra.  As you can 
see it looks fairly similar to a standard Mascot result report, but we have the additional 
protXML associated columns, such as Weight, nsp.  We also have checkboxes available for 
manual validation of the protein and peptide hits.
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In addition to the main protein hit list, we can get a protein view for any of the hits, showing 
protein coverage, peptide match positions etc.

What we can’t generate though is a peptide fragmentation view though as protXML doesn’t 
include enough information to generate this.

Doesn't contain peptide level information.  If you want to see the fragmentation details 
you’ll need to open up the original Scaffold sfd file.  Since the ScaffoldBatch task 
automatically attached/associated the sfd, that file is available for downloading from the 
Browser and if you have the free Scaffold viewer installed on your client PC, you can open 
up and view the Scaffold file.
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Viewing results 2: Mascot Integra 
Results Applet

• More dynamic results view
• Primary results interface in Mascot Integra
• Faster to use for large datasets – only 

fetches the data you are currently viewing
• Shows additional information from Scaffold
• Can link out to Scaffold sfd file if 

Scaffold/free viewer installed
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Our recommended result interface in Mascot Integra is the Java results applet which offers a 
more dynamic result interface and is more like using the main Scaffold viewer than the 
static HTML reports.

The applet is much faster to use when viewing large datasets as it only fetches the current 
slice of results you are looking at, making examining large datasets a far more practical 
prospect.  It also offers more advanced and dynamic filtering options (at both a protein and 
peptide level).

More of the additional information from Scaffold which has been included in the protXML
export is shown.

As with the HTML reports, we can’t generate a peptide fragmentation view.  You can open 
up the original Scaffold sfd file easily though if you have either Scaffold or the free Scaffold 
viewer installed on your client PC.
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This is one of our Scaffold/protXML results viewed in the Results Applet.  Here we can see 
some of the additional columns available.  These include:

For protein hits – the assigned probability value and the percentage of spectra assigned to 
the protein hit.  For peptide hits – the weighting associated with the peptide and the assigned 
probability.  The other common protXML values such as the number of sibling peptide 
(NSP) etc are also available – the applet lets you dynamically add an remove columns from 
the report.

The applet also allows you to view the additional information that comes back from 
Scaffold as an extension to the standard protXML export.  This includes which biological 
sample each protein or peptide was found associated with, and also details about the 
presence of the protein or peptide match within each of the source peaklist files the Scaffold 
results were generated from.

Some additional features – Scaffold tries to unambiguously assign peptide matches to a 
specific protein hit.  If Scaffold has assigned a peptide to the current hit (which means it has 
been used in calculating the protein hit details such as the protein probability, % spectrum 
ids etc), then it is shown in bold face as we can see here.  However, if there is some 
ambiguity about the assignment the the applet flags this up by showing the hit in italic.  
Hovering over the match will bring up a tool tip which includes the information about which 
additional proteins the peptide could have been associated with. Therefore in this case, 
these peptides were assigned to VIME_HUMAN by Scaffold, but the italic face is telling us 
that there are alternative assignments.  If we now take a look at one of those possible 
matches – K2C8_HUMAN
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We can see those matches again, but they’re not being shown in bold which means Scaffold 
did not assign the match to this protein.  If we take a look at the tooltip, were now getting 
the additional information that Scaffold in fact assigned these peptides to VIME_HUMAN. 
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The applet also allows extensive filtering of the results at both the peptide level (via user 
definable SQL filters) and the protein level
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Within the Applet you can also plot graphs from either the protein or peptide level 
information – here we’re plotting the number of peptides matched against the calculated 
protein isoelectric point; we can see that there is a cluster of proteins with a larger number 
of peptide matches around the pI range of 4.5-6.4.
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Viewing results 3: BlastCluster

• Uses NCBI BLAST to cluster protein hits 
together based on sequence 
homology/identity

• Can use to compare between imported 
Mascot and protXML results

• Can group together searches based on 
shared protein clusters
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Mascot Integra can produce a cluster report using NCBI BLAST Cluster to group together 
protein hits based on the primary protein sequence and not on shared peptide matches.  

This allows us to generate a report which directly compares between Mascot and protXML
searches which have been imported into the system.  The source searches can be grouped 
together based on their shared protein clusters.
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Here we’ve clustered together the results from the two different searches – as we can see the 
top ranked clusters are present in both searches.  
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If we take a closer look at  cluster 2, we can see that there are far more protein hits from IPI 
Human in the cluster than there are from the SwissProt human search.  The SwissProt search 
results has matches to Septin 2, 7, 9 and 11.  The IPI Human search results have the 
members of the same four Septin family members, but has additional members of each 
Septin subgroup present with 6 different isoforms of Septin 9 for example.
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Viewing results 4: Custom reports

• Full access to the results schema
• Can generate report based on Excel 

template or from a Java custom report 
class

• Allows for generation of more complex, 
customised reports
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The final reporting option is to generate your own custom reports.  The Mascot Integra 
results schema is fully described allowing you to put together your own SQL based reports.  
These can be generated from either an Excel template or from a custom Java class.  
Generating the report from Java is the most powerful option, but either method allows you 
to generate your own, complex and customised reports.
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In this example, I’ve written a custom Java class to generate an Excel sheet which pulls out 
the target and decoy protein and peptide matches for each search at different probability 
thresholds.  Because the data has been exported from Scaffold, unassigned peptide 
matches are not included – only peptide matches assigned to a protein hit are present. 
Scaffold does try and assign a spectrum unambiguously to a protein hit – where 
ambiguity was reported (as we saw in the results earlier), then this will be taken into 
account (if a peptide is assigned to both a target and decoy sequence for example).

To remind you of the two sets of search conditions:

1. Search against the human protein sequences in SwissProt, approx 20,000 sequences

2. Search against the IPI Human database, approx 80,000 sequences
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Please note that this is not a ROC plot.

This graph shows the numbers of target and decoy protein hits against each search database.  
The number of protein hits for both search conditions (for both target and decoy) show a 
rapid fall in the number of protein hits at a probability of around 0.84, while an increase in 
probability threshold from 0.99 to 1 results in a large decrease in the number of target hits 
without a significant decrease in the number of decoy hits.  Looking at the results at a 
probability threshold of 0.9, we can see that IPI human is giving us around twice as many 
protein hits as searching SwissProt.
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Please note that this is not a ROC plot.

Which is more clearly shown on this graph which shows the protein hit FDR for each 
search.  As you can see, the protein false discovery rate shows the same pattern from 
searching either database. However, the protein FDR from searching IPI Human does 
appear to be consistently lower than from searching human SwissProt .  This probably 
reflects the fact that the decoy segment of the databases don’t have the redundancy present 
in the target portion since the decoy sequences are randomised sequences; hence with the 
larger database the increase in matches to the random sequences in the decoy section of the 
database isn’t as great as the increase in matches to redundant protein sequences in the 
target database.  This shows one of the difficulties in trying to obtain reliable protein false 
discovery rates.
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Here we have the absolute number of target and decoy peptide matches from both databases.  
Despite the fact that IPI Human is giving us twice as many protein hits, we’re getting pretty 
much identical numbers of peptide matches from both databases for both target and decoy.  
In fact the we have very slightly lower numbers from IPI Human. This probably reflects the 
larger database size tightening up the statistics – for example the Mascot identity thresholds 
would be higher which could remove some more borderline matches. Therefore, the peptide 
discovery and false discovery rates are in fact approximately equal for the two databases.  
Taking a closer look at the peptide dataset, we’ve pulled out some additional information 
for each search.  Taking the probability threshold at p=0.95, the SwissProt Human search 
has given us 4116 high confidence target matches, representing 1811 distinct peptide 
sequences, while IPI Human has 4078 high confidence matches representing 1738 distinct 
sequences – so the numbers are very similar.  The SwissProt dataset has 110 peptide 
sequences unique to it, while the IPI Human dataset has 37 sequences unique to it, so 
searching both databases has given us a total of 147 peptide sequences which might 
otherwise have been missed.
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Database comparison summary

• No significant change in the number of 
peptides identified

• More protein hits identified in IPI Human
•Increased redundancy
•Protein threshold p=0.9 

Swissprot:  357 target protein hit ranks
378 protein hits

IPI Human: 349 target protein hit ranks
718 protein hits
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So to summarise; The peptide set identified by searching both databases was very similar, 
despite the much larger size of the IPI Human database.  Searching IPI Human did increase 
the total possible protein hit list though.  This was largely due to an increase in redundancy 
of identified protein hits (such as the increase in the number of Septins matched).  
Depending on what you are looking for, searching SwissProt may well have been sufficient 
for this dataset.
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Custom report 2: High confidence 
matches in both SEQUEST and Mascot

• SwissProt dataset (same peaklist)
• Mascot .dat result file imported normally
• SEQUEST .srf file processed with Scaffold
• Generate shared high confidence list

•SEQUEST – Scaffold p of 0.95
•Mascot – Score > homology threshold
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Something else you would want to be able to do easily is to compare results between search 
engines and runs from within the Integra database, allowing for large scale comparisons.  

Using the same search results (just the SwissProt results), I’ve imported the Mascot result 
files into Integra (so they’re present separately as standard Mascot results), and processed
and imported the SEQUEST results with Scaffold separately.

I’ve then put together a report which pulls out the peptide matches which have a high 
confidence in both search engines (p 0.95 for SEQUEST/Scaffold and a score above the 
homology threshold for Mascot results).
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Here we have our list of shared high confidence peptide matches from SEQUEST and 
Mascot.  Because we’ve looked at the source Mascot results and compared those with the 
SEQUEST/Scaffold protXML export we have access to the full peptide information from 
the Mascot search.  Next to each peptide sequence I’ve incorporated a reference to the 
source Mascot query match – which is actually a link to the peptide view from Integra.  
Click on the cell to follow the link (here we’re going to look at query 559) and the peptide 
view will open in a browser window
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And here we have our match from Mascot.
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